1999 yamaha ls2000 jet boat
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Jetboaters. We are delighted you have found your way to the best Jet Boaters Forum on the
internet! Please consider Signing Up so that you can enjoy all the features and offers on the
forum. We have members with boats from all the major manufacturers including Yamaha,
Seadoo, Scarab and Chaparral. We don't email you SPAM, and the site is totally
non-commercial. So what's to lose? Membership allows you to ask questions no matter how
mundane , meet up with other jet boaters, see full images not just thumbnails , browse the
member map and qualifies you for members only discounts offered by vendors who run
specials for our members only! It also gets rid of this banner! JavaScript is disabled. For a
better experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter
4x15mph Start date Nov 17, Tagged users None. Below is an excerpt from a October, Popular
Mechanics article. This contains additional detail than what is in the other, AR spec thread
found on boattest. Beam 8 ft. Julian Jetboaters Fleet Admiral Staff member. You must log in or
register to reply here. All times are UTC. Is the LS a good boat to buy? Posted: Thu Aug 26, pm.
Hello all, I am new to boating and was looking at buying a used boat, but wanted a jet boat. The
one I am interested in is a 99' LS, and was wondering what people think about this boat. What
should I look at before I buy it to make sure all is in good shape. Please advise. Also what are
the going prices for this year make and model. Is the 2 Stroke a good engine for these boats and
is maintenance easy? Thanks Rob K. Post subject: Re: Is the LS a good boat to buy? I just
bought a LS for 9, but has almost no hours on it. Insist on taking it for a test run before buying. I
forgot to try the radio which didn't work at all, also check all the lights in the trailer which I
forgot to check and it needed more work then just a bulb. Also, if you can, try to get him to
throw in the misc stuff like life jackets, a tube, flares, boat cover, bumpers, anchor, dock lines
and bimany top. Beleive me all those things start to add up and you will need them all. Check
the trailer also. Mine had a major bar fall off while driving home! Not really the sellers fault but
you have to keep in mind although the boat may be in great shape and never used, the trailer
tends to rust and have issues from sitting around for 10 years. But the main thing is to test it on
the water. You just can't tell how it will ride from just running the engines for a second. You
could have one good engine and one OK engine causing different RPMs and you don't want that
with twin engines. Or the steering could be messed up.. Overall though it's a great boat and one
of the fastest ones on the lake. Buying that boat means you can afford the gas because it's
probably one of the worst gas hogs on the water also but worth it for the twin engines! The two
stroke if fine becuase it's fuel injected so you just add normal gas and only when the oil runs
out do you have to fill that up. Maintence is easy you just have to winterize it each year. Good
luck and let us know what you get! Rear Hydro Turf Solar charger, water skis and tube. Yes it is
a good boat. The 2-Strokes are great. I got mine changed the plugs and just throw oil in the
container and go. I feel like they are almost maintence free. I liked the styling and a few features
the older 's didnt especially the extended swim platform and wakeboard tower. For a little more
money I also got a boat 4 years newer than what I was looking for. This boat is very quick and
also fast, holds 7 people and is in great shape. Just had the leather seats redone a year ago, the
graphics on the side might need replaced, they are fading a little but work great for me, some
might want to replace them, the trailer was painted last year as well. Has binimini top, its black,
also has depth and fish finder, cd player, newer clarion speakers, hydro turf flooring. The boat
will come with 8 life jackets, a tube with tow rope, anchor, bumpers with tie off ropes, and all of
the emergency things that the coast guard looks for when doing yearly inspections. Mine has
already been done with year and they said everything looks great. The boat in my eyes is in
great shape for the year that it is, the motors compression is really good as well, the motors
were rebuilt two years ago by a marina in Cincinnati. The only thing that would need replaced
on the boat would be the graphics on the side, they have faded a little bit with aging on the boat.
Those graphics usually run around on the internet. The engines run great, sound system is
fairly new, and leather is in great shape as well, has a small tear in the rear seat where the
stitching has came undone but besides that there is nothing else. It has a depth finder as well,
with hydro turf as the flooring too. Let me know if you want to come take a look at it, I Am
wanting to sell this week to get off of our hands before the wedding comes. The boat is always
stored in a storage unit during the summer and in a heated garage in the winter. I think this
sounds like a good deal, and that it may even be a steal. Just hope its not too good to be true. I
live in Ohio by the way. Thanks Rob. It sounds like a good deal. The good thing about the Ls
models is that you get a good bang for your buck. The more recent models after really jump up
in price for any of the jet boats. Have you really looked around? Be sure to check Craigs list ad
even Ebay to see what the same models are going for. However a lot depends on the condition

of the boat. Most of the or models are going for k. Here is one that might be worth a drive for
you. I don't know where the comment came about seats because every seat across the rear had
some sort of tear in it. Maybe it is me being new to boating and not knowing everything to look
at or look for, but it was pretty rough in my opinion. Now granted, we did look at an SX the same
day so maybe that clouded our judgment a little, but my wife said she would not have let me
spend 5k on that boat. It might be worth it at 7k but you should really take a good look at it. The
"kid" and I use that lightly as I am 31 but he was a lot younger than me and he was at least the
second owner and I just have bad feelings about the younger crowd owning things like a boat. It
looked rode hard and put away wet. I would be tempted to drive there and look at it first just by
looking at one picture. Posted: Fri Aug 27, pm. I bought my '99 LS earlier this year. Probably
wasn't as dilligent as some, but I can usually get a good feel for the people that I buy from and
how they take care of their stuff. As with any boat, there will be maintenance to take care of. But
I would certainly take it for a test drive. I did at least do that! Whatever you end up getting,
definitely enjoy it!! Cummins, Rolling on 35's again! Yep, another new tow rig! Posted: Sat Aug
28, am. Nozzleman , Yea it was the one in Newark , but I called him today and he already sold it
before I got a chance to look at it. I had to see if I could get a loan and I got approved, so I called
to go check it out and he sold it. Well back to the drawing board. Hope I find a good deal on one
soon. I just put a new hitch, Transmission cooler, and wiring on the Xterra and want to put it to
some good use. LOL, I appreciate the input from everyone. Personally, it is better IMO. That
boat was rough and it would surprise me if he got more than 6. Did you look at the one in Fort
Wayne posted above? You can pull that baby home I wish you the best in your search as well. I
think we are looking more at the 's now so you will not be competing with me for a I was just
browsing ebay and saw this did not sell and actually had zero bids. I would definitely get a hold
of this guy. Posted: Sat Aug 28, pm. Sorry again for intruding. But I open the link above and for
what I saw and read. I had a good feeling about that LS on ebay. Look around the boat, it looks
like its been well storaged and that sais a los. My best recomendation is call the guy on the
phone and talk to him. That would tell you a lot as well. If its possible test drive it and make em
an offer. Me personally like the idea that the motors never had any work done wich means never
had serous problems. If u test it in the water chech for both motors reving all the way up and
staying there on 7k. The LS is a good boat for the money and the more you read on this site the
more ready you'll be. Even if u don't know much or nothing about marine mechanics like me at
least knoing the theory and what to look for is half the battle. Good luck. Posted: Wed Sep 01,
pm. Welcome aboard, rkemp! Read this: viewtopic. I have a 99 ls and live in New Albany. If you
call me we can setup a time for you to come over and I can show you some of the points to look
at when looking at the boats. These boats are a lot of fun. You can reach me at Posted: Thu Sep
02, am. Posted: Tue Apr 15, pm. Old post I know but I love my ls it's a 99 and we'll cared for
most people thinks it's new so if it's in good shape it's a blast!!!! Only one thing I might mention
is its a 2 stroke a bit noisy so I quite the engine cabin Down with sound deadening material.
Page 1 of 2. Previous topic Next topic. Post subject: Is the LS a good boat to buy? Nozzleman
David Does that apply for me as well? You cannot post new topics in this forum You cannot
reply to topics in this forum You cannot edit your posts in this forum You cannot delete your
posts in this forum You cannot post attachments in this forum. Make Yamaha Sport Boat. Model
LS. Legendary Yamaha quality and extraordinary performance all in one! Twin HP Yamaha
engines make a total of HP mounted in this very high quality and roomy sport boat that is jet
boat fun for the whole family. Comes with factory matched galvanized trailer , makes loading a
breeze. Make Yamaha. Nice fresh water boat. Not all boats are on location. Please call in
advance to set an appointment for viewing. Model Ls It's literally a wave runner that can carry
the entire family. Internal jet drive powered by two separate Yamaha horsepower engines, with
individual controls for each, boasting a total of horsepower. Paperwork provided on request.
Incredible 12" draft, perfect for docking or beaching. Great for skiing, tubing or a slow cruise.
Comfortably seats seven full-sized adults. Garmin depth and fish-finder installed in left console.
Trailer was updated in and is included. Water skis, life jackets and docking lines included.
Model LS Please call with any questions - - Model LS SEATS 7! Please feel free to call one of our
dedicated team member with any questions you may have! Terms of Sale Overview We reserve
the right to end this listing at anytime should the vehicle no longer be available for sale. The
following terms of sale apply to all of our listings. Payment methods Cash in person , Certified
check, Bank wire transfers, or 3rd-party financing. All funds must be in U. All financial
transactions must be completed before delivery of the vehicle. The dealer fee represents cost
and profit to the dealer for items such as inspecting, detailing, and adjusting vehicles. Florida
residents will pay for a new or transfer tag fee and local and state taxes. Please call or e-mail to
see if your state is reciprocal with Florida. Out of state buyers are responsible for all state,
county, and city taxes and fees, as well as title and registration fees in the state that the vehicle

will be registered. Shipping The buyer is responsible for all shipping charges. We will assist the
buyer with finding a shipping company. Call us at for more information. We assume no
responsibility for damages incurred after leaving our dealership. Buyer's inspection Every effort
has been made to accurately and fairly describe this vehicle to you. Elite Auto Group has tried
to disclose all information known about this vehicle for auction. Please be advised that used
vehicles will have typical scratches, nicks, dings, and bug marks inherent for their year and
mechanical parts are subject to fail. Elite Auto Group welcomes and recommends a buyer's
inspection. If you plan to have a buyers inspection, please make sure that all inspections are
done prior to auction ending. Buyer is responsible for any inspection charges and fees. Notice
to all bidders We reserve the right to cancel all bids and end auction early should the vehicle no
longer be available for sale at any time. Bid retractions Bid retractions are not allowed nor will
be recognized within 12 hours of auction ends. Seller will not be obligated to sell in the event of
a late retraction. Successful bidder The winning bidder must contact Elite Auto Group within 24
hours to proceed with payment and delivery arrangments. If no contact is made within 24 hours,
we reserve the right to sell the vehicle to the 2nd hightest bidder or another qualified buyer.
Vehicle pick- up Please allow us 2 business days to have your vehicle re-inspected and detailed
for delivery. Titles and Tags Most of the time we have the titles on hand, but occasionally it can
take 1 to 4 weeks to get the titles from the dealer auctions. Please be patient. We will send your
title via USPS registered mail as soon as we have it. Important Information all customers must
read. If you are not sure about anything, please ask. Do not assume if something is not listed
that it is included. All of our pictures are of actual vehicles. Its our intention to present our
vehicles as accurately as possible, but due to high volume of our dealership, occasionally a
typo or inconsistency may occur. Our listing offers an "original equipment sticker and optional
equipment window sticker. Please be advised that these stickers are re-creation formulated
from a computer program. These window sticker sometimes omit features that are in the vehicle
and occasionally add features that are not in the vehicle. We will not be held responsible for
misprints or inaccuracies due to the VIN decoder on the computer program. Please review the
pictures and call us, with any questions you may have and we will gladly assist you. The seller
shall not be responsible for the correct description, authenticity, genuineness, or defects
herein, and makes no warranty in connection therewith. No allowance or set aside will be made
on account of any incorrectness, imperfection, defect or damage. Any descriptions or
representations are for identification purposes only and are not to be construed as a warranty
of any type. It is the responsibility of the buyer to have thoroughly inspected the vehicle, and to
have satisfied himself or herself as to the condition and value and to bid based upon that
judgement solely. The seller shall and will make every reasonable effort to disclose any known
defects associated with this vehicle at the buyer's request prior to the close of sale. Seller
assumes no responsibility for any repairs regardless of any oral statements about the vehicle.
Manufacturer's warranties may still apply. We strongly recommend that all buyers purchase the
optional extended warranty. Drivetrain "Plus" Coverage Engine Internally lubricated engine
parts consisting of: Crankshaft and bearings, oil pump. Engine blocks are also covered if
mechanical failure was caused by the above-listed parts. Automatic Transmission Gears, input
and output shafts, bearings, front pump, planetary assembly, sprags, governor assembly, valve
body, torque converter, transmission case, overdrive carrier, reaction carrier, center support,
parking lock actuator, stator and stator shaft, separator plate, pressure regulator valve, dipstick
and filler tube. Standard Transmission Internal transmission parts consisting of: Gears, input
and output shafts, bearings, overdrive housing and transmission case if malfunction was
caused by the listed parts. Drive Axle Assembly Front or Rear Wheel Drive Consisting of: Drive
shaft, ring and pinion gears, pinion bearings, side carrier bearings, carrier assembly, thrust
washers, axle, axle bearings, and limited slip clutch pack assembly. Front drive shaft,
differential, axles, u-joints and CV joints, except if boot was damaged or missing. With
Applicable Surcharge. Seals and Gaskets Cylinder head gaskets, all other seals and gaskets are
covered in conjunction with repair of above-listed components. Plus Cooling Water pump
limited to one-half parts and labor cost. Electrical Alternator, starter and voltage regulator
limited to one-half of parts and labor costs. Evaporator, accumulator and condenser, if factory
installed. Evacuation and recharge. Front Suspension Upper and lower control arms, upper and
lower ball joints, steering knuckle, wheel bearings, control arm shaft and bushings. Coverage
on vehicles with less than 85, miles at time of purchase Steering Power steering pump, steering
gear housing and its internal parts and rack and pinion assembly. Brakes Master cylinder, ABS
master cylinder, vacuum booster, wheel cylinders, disc brake calipers, hydraulic lines and
fittings. Cooling Radiator, fan clutch, water pump, and cooling fan motor. Fuel Delivery Fuel
pump, fuel sending unit, fuel tank, fuel injectors and metal fuel lines. Manually operated
switches for above listed parts. Factory Type Coverage What's Covered : Includes all items

covered under the manufacturer's original coverage except for those items listed under "Items
not covered" on service agreement. Because we cover so many parts we could not possibly list
all the components. Instead we list the small number of things that we are not covered. For
example: oil, brake shoes, belts, hoses, tires, tune-up items, etc. Please read service agreement
for complete details. With all of our coverages, you have hour emergency road service!
Including towing, flat tire assistance, gasoline and fluid delivery, jump-starting, lock-out and
more for the entire length of the Agreement. Rental Car Allowance is also provided on all plans
to get you back on the road quickly. Earth Auto Shippers is a fully licensed vehicle shipping
company. Earth Auto Shippers offers "door-to-door" low-cost shipping services using enclosed
and open trailers. About Elite Auto Group If you want a hassle free buying experience, you have
come to the right place. Elite Auto Group specializes in al makes and models of economy to
high line cars, trucks, rv's, and motorcycles. We at Elite Auto Group understand that our
customers are busy, and don't have the time to hunt for deals, so we at Elite Auto Group take
the time and responsibility of hand picking our inventory to maintain consistency in our
inventory. It is the quality of cars, the level of professionalism, the value in pricing, and ease of
conducting business with a long term relationship as our primary goal. That's what makes Elite
Auto Group the ultimate source for all your automobile related needs. Welcome to Elite Auto
Group. We are glad you took the time to visit our dealership on the world wide web and
encourage you to bookmark for future use. We look forward to talking to you in the near future.
Neither the dealership nor eBizAutos is responsible for misprints on prices or equipment. It is
the customer's sole responsibility to verify the accuracy of the prices with the dealer, including
the pricing for all added accessories. All Rights Reserved. This boat has been well taken care
of. It's covered and stored in the garage when not in use. Both engines have been well
maintained and are mechanically sound. The boat's interior is in great condition. Bright, no rips
or tears. In to connect a smartphone or mp3 player Steering fins for excellent handling while
idling Captain's chairs swivel Lots of storage Lots of cup holders Seats seven Includes trailer
and cover This boat has been a blast for our family. Excellent at pulling skiers, tubers, etc.
Delivery options available. Well kept, very clean and maintained. Dry stored inside. Easy to
show 7 days a week! The LS is designed for the value-minded family that wants the size,
comfort and performance of a conventional runabout with the reliability, easy maintenance and
peace of mind associated with jet powered sport boats. Fully Service!! Any additional question
please feel free to call Steve at Good compression. An inspection has been performed prior to
listing, please contact us for more information. The Yamaha LS The first sport boat alternative
to conventional runabouts. A true alternative to conventional runabouts, the Yamaha r LS tm
sport boat offers the size of a runabout with the trend-setting styling, performance, superior
handling and comfort that has made Yamaha the first name in sport boat engineering. At 19'6"
in length with a beam measurement of 8', the LS seats seven people comfortably, making it the
largest sport boat in its class. Runs great, fresh tune up in the spring. NY Registration is valid
until Boat title is clean, no liens and is in my name. The BAD: The upholstery needs work it has
stains and marks on the seats that won't come off and the motor cover has a tear in it. Boat
comes with a cover and Bimini top. The boat had all of the 2 stroke oil lines replaced, these
lines are a common failure point on these boats leading to engine failure. They were replaced as
a preventative measure. Comes with cover for winter and Bimini top that was never installed.
Boat is currently in a marina rack service and available for test drive. We have had it out a few
times over the summer tubing and it's running great. Reason for selling is this thing is just too
fast for my wife. It will go 50MPH. B
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oat is for sale locally so listing may be removed at any time if sold. Twin hp Yamaha marine
engines power this affordable dual-engine jet boat. Trades will be considered and delivery is
available. Competitive financing rates and terms are also available. Leaders RPM is one of the
largest marine and powersports dealers in the Midwest with over 70, sq ft of showroom, parts,
and service under one roof located in Kalamazoo, MI. For more information, please call toll free
Additional photos and video are available at The boat was trailered with the cover on and the
cover was damaged. Relisting the boat at a fixed price with that in mind. Fayetteville, GA.
Plantersville, MS. Mattapoisett, MA. Lake Havasu City, AZ. Port O'connor, TX. Huntington Beach,
CA. Alert Successfully Created. Save search. Year Make Yamaha Model Ls Year - Make - Model -.
Category - Length - Posted Over 1 Month. Petersburg, Florida. ZIP Code. Year minYear Apply
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